Stilettos, Handcuffs and Sexy stuff (The Women of Landrys landing and
The Fabrizio Men Book 8)

Niko has been constantly rejecting Vins
affectionate passes and repeatedly refuting
his claims that he was her future husband
and that they were destined to be together.
Shed decide a long time ago that she would
never again fall for the lies of a man with a
handsome face. And to be honest Vincenzo
Fabrizio was an unbelievable gorgeous
hunk of man with a mouth-watering body
to match. For her that meant one thing that
he was a danger to her heart which shed
been
working
hard
to
protect.
Unfortunately for Niko, Vin was slowly
chipping away at the frozen block of ice
she placed around her heart. It was getting
more difficult by the moment for Niko to
resist Vin and she was starting to feel as if
she no longer wanted to resist. When the
woman assigned to do report of his off duty
injury turns out to be a woman from his
past who is majorly lusting for him. The
green eyed monster of jealousy rears its
ugly head, along with a visit for the blanket
of insecurities. Vin has been trying for
weeks to convince Niko that they were
meet for each other he knew this from the
moment hed heard her voice over the
phone. Unfortunately for him Niko was not
making it easy for them to be together. And
just when hes beginning to think that shed
never succumb to his advances things start
to get interesting between the two of them.
Then in a wicked turn of events everything
turns right around and gets all complicated.
However, once Niko and Vin decide to
stake their claim on each other things get a
bit crazy, a whole lot of sexy wild and a
little kinky all while they stubbornly battle
the obstacles standing in their way. So
dont miss their electrifying story as they
battle their feelings, each other and anyone
foolish enough to stand between them and
happiness.
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